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1.

INTRODUCTION

Let [F, be the free group on n generators and for each word w E [F, let 1WI
be its length. Haagerup [lo] showed that for each 0 < r < 1, the function
H,(wp)= r”” is a positive definite function on [F,,. Consider the positive
definite function q,(n) = rinl on h. Then the free product function cpI* cpr
on ff, = Z * H coincides with H, and the result was extended this way by
de Michele and Fig&Talamanca [7] and by Boiejko [4, 51. In [S] it is
proved that the free product of the unital positive defined functions
ui: Gi + Z(Z) is still positive defined on the free product group * Gi.
The correspondence between the positive defined functions on a discrete
group G and the completely positive maps on the full C*-algebra C*(G)
and the isomorphism C*(G, * G2) N C*(G,) Z C*(G,) suggested we consider amalgamated products of unital linear maps on the amalgamated
product of a family of unital C*-algebras over a C*-subalgebra. In Section
3 we prove that the amalgamated product of a family of unital completely
positive B-bimodule maps Qi: A, + C is completely positive on the
“biggest” amalgamated free product i .A i.
As an application of our main result, in Section 2 we obtain some results
concerning the dilation of noncommutative families of operators.
2. PRELIMINARIES

C*-algebras containing a common
Let
CAi)ie
I be a family of unital
C*-subalgebra B with 1A,E B and let Ei: Ai + B be projections of norm
one. Then Ai = B@ A:, where A: = Ker Ej, the sum being a sum of
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B-bimodules. Consider the free product A = *BA, of A, with amalgamation
over B, which is a unital B-ring. As B-bimodules, one has ([S]):

For further reference denote:
W=Bu(c,.~.c,Ic,~A~,i,#...#i~}

thesetofwordsofA;

wo=(W\B)u
(1);
...
c,)
=
n
the
height of the word c, ... c, (h(b) = 0 for b E B);
MC,
E= (1, Cl, cicz, ...) c,c~...c,}

for w=c~...c,~E

A”(il,...,i,)=A~OA~O,APZOeA~O
iI # ... fi,;
A,(i)=BOO..,

Oil+

W;

. ..@A.@,...@,Az

...+i,,il+lAtO,‘..

for

@,A:.

A subset X in W is complete if it contains 1 and for every word w E X it
follows that GcX.
Endowed with the *-operation
(c, ... c,)* = c,* ... c: on W which
extends on A, *BA, is a *-complex algebra.
Let C be a unital C*-algebra with 1, E B c C and let @i: Ai + C
be unital linear B-bimodule maps, i.e., Ql(b,ab,) = b,Qi(a)b,
for all
a E Ai, b,, b, E B. It follows that Qj 1B = id, and the amalgamated product
map @=*,@i:*BAi+C,
defined by @).=id,
and @(c,...c,)=
#i,
is
a
well-defined
unital linear
..-@Jc,)
for
c,EA~,
i,
#
...
@i,(Cl)
B-bimodule map. Note that
@(ax) = @(a) G(x)

for all

SEA,, x~A,(i).

(1)

A *-algebra A is said to satisfy the Combes axiom if for each x E B there
is n(x) >O such that b*x*xb<A(x)b*b
for all bE B. It is easy to check the
following analogue of the classical Stinespring dilation:
Let A be a unital *-algebra satisfying the Combes axiom and let
@: A + dip(X) be a unital completely positive linear map. Then there exist
a Hilbert space K, a *-representation rc: A + Y(X)
and an isometry
VE 9(&f’, ,X) such that
(i)
(ii)

Q(x) = V*rr(x) Vfor all x E A;
X is the closed linear span of z(A) VX.

Each unital C*-algebra Ai is spanned by the unitary group @(A;), hence
the unital *-algebra A = *BAi is spanned by the products U, ... u,, with
uk E %(A,,), i, # ... # i,. Consequently, the unitary group @(A) spans A
and A satisfies the Combes axiom. Actually, the existence of the Stinespring
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dilation for a unital completely positive linear map @ on *BAi yields the
extension of @ on GBAi, the completion of *BAi in the greatest C*-norm
II4 = SUP{

Ilda)ll I n *-representation of *BAi}.
3. THE MAIN RESULT

We prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.1. Let Qi be unital completely positive linear B-bimodule
maps. Then their amalgamated product @= *B@i is still completely positive
on *BAi.

Let us outline first the main ideas of the proof.
In Proposition 3.2 we show that @= eBQi is completely positive on the
*-algebra A = *BAi. We start with the key remark that the positivity of the
kernel K(x, y) = @(y*x) on the reduced words of A yields the complete
positivity of @. The positivity of K on IV, is showed combining the action
of an amalgamated product of groups on the associated tree [12] used in
the group case in [S] with some classical facts concerning the complete
positivity. Since the *-algebra A satisfies the Combes axiom, the map @ can
be extended to a completely positive map on the C*-algebra i,Ai via a
Stinespring construction.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let Qi be unital completely positive linear B-bimodule
maps. Then their amalgamated product d, = *B@i is still completely positive
on the *-algebra A = *BAi.

Prooj We may assume ZHE Cc 9?(X) for some Hilbert space X.
For further use, note that each positive element [yU] in M,(g(X))
is
a sum of elements of the form [a)~,], with a,, .... a, E Y(9). Actually
y, = XT= i a$ajk and taking Vim Y(X, %(“O)), V,h = (ai1h, .... a,,h) we
obtain yii= I’;” V, for all i,j= 1, .... m.
Let x1 , .... x, E A and hI, .... h, E H. We must check that
i
i,j=

(@(XTxi)hilhj)>O.
1

Note that each xi can be written as xi = I:=,
(some b, could be zero).
Denote

a,bi,, with ajE W,, b, E B

ti, = bjrh,,

for

r= 1, .... N, i= 1, .... n;

vi = (5,, , ...>5iN) E sCN),

for

i= 1, .... n.
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Since

([@(a.,*u,)lv,Irl,)=

c (@(Qfa,.)t,,lr,.5)
,., = I

it follows that
.i,

i

(@(xfxr)hiIhj)=

=

f,

(@(b~a,*arbir)hilhj)

i. j=

1 I,S=

I

i
i. i=

I

5
t-,x=

1

=;,i,

(C@(

(@(4~~,)b,k

bjsh,)

ear)lrl!lYli).

Hence it is enough to check that for all finite sets X in IV, and all maps
f:X+Hwe
have
sx=

c (~(Y*x),f(x)If(Y))30.
r,1’tX

(2)

Since each finite set Xc IV, is included in the complete finite set
x= UWEX 6 c W,, we may assume that X is complete. Note also that @ is
a selfadjoint map.
If X contains an element, then X = { 1 }, hence

s,=(~(t)f(l)lf(l))=lif(l)llZ~o.
If X contains two elements, then X= { 1, a}, with UEA~, hence the
2-positivity of Qi yields
sx=

c

(~;(y*x)f(x)lf(y))30.

Y,‘EEX

By induction, let Xc IV, be a complete finite set, f: X-t SF be a
map, choose a word w,,=u,...u,
(a,~Ai,
ii# . . #i,)
such that
m = h(w,) = max,,, h(w) 2 1 and define
X,=Xn{b,...b,Ib,EAP,,k=l,m};
x, = x\x2.
The complete finite set X, does not contain wO, hence Card A’, < Card X
and Sx, > 0. Consequently, there exist the operators V, E Z(Y?“, YF(~‘)
such that

@(y*x)= y; v,

for all

x, YEX~.

(3)
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For further use, we remark that for any xi E Xi, x2 = x,a E X2 with
xg=c1 “‘cmpl, c,~Ai,k=l,m-l,a~A~‘wehavex,*x,~A,(i,),hence
@(x:x,) = @(a*x;x,) = @(a*) @(x0*x,).

(4)

Let xl=d,...d,~X1
(dk~Al, j,# ... #j,, nbm) and let n, be the
greatest index with i, = j, for any Y6 IZ~.Then, it is easy to verify that

The following two casesmay appear:
(i) For no < m - 1, (5) yields (i,,,,
kg+1 #jn,+l)

# i,,, j,,, 1 # j,, = i,,,

(ii) For no = m - 1, the maximality of h(w,) in X yields m = n. Since
i,,-,#i,,
we obtain
4-l ...~:~,...c,_,EBOA~~~~,
,,,,,I.,, and j,#i,,
x0*x1 EA,~OA~*m~I,...,il)OAiqnCAI(‘,).
Let us remark also that for any x~=c,...c,+~,
ck,c6EAt, i,# .‘. #i,_, we get

x~=c’,...c:,~,,

x(,*x0 = b(xo, xb) + d(x,, xb),

(6)

and the kernel b: X,x X0 + B with
where
4x0, 4) E AFi,,‘, I,,.., il)
X0={ xo=c1 . ..c m-1 1ck E Ai and there exists an a E AL with x,a E X,} is
positive definite (ii, .... i, being fixed by the choice of w. in X). Indeed, an
inductive argument shows us that
x;*xo = bm-l
where

4x0,

xb)EAFim:__l,...,il)>

b/c@,,

(xo,

xb)

4,) +4x,,
=

E,

xb),

(&(xb)*

bk-

,(xo,

xb)

ck(xO))

for all k = 2, .... m - 1 and b,(x,, xb) = 1. Since the conditional expectations
E, are completely positive and the matrix with all entries equal to 1 is
positive, the positivity of b on X0 follows inductively. Consequently, we get
a family {/?w(~o)}wtXa in B such that
b(xo,

4)

=

c

Il,EX”

B&b)*

B&o)

for all

x0, xb E X0.
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Moreover, for x = ,~,a, x’ = xbu’ E X2 as above we get
@(x’*x) = @(a’*xA*x,a)

= @(a’*(h(xo, xi,) + d(x,,, xb))a)

= @(a’*h(x,,

.~;)a) + @(a’*d(x,,

xb)a)

= @(a’*b(x,,

xh)a) + @(a’*) @(d(x,, xb)) @(a)

= @(a’*h(x,,

&)a) + @(a’*(xh*x,

- h(x,, xb))a)

= @(a’*) @(x;)*xo) @(a) + @,,(a’*b(xo, x&)a)
-

Applying
Qi’: M,(A,,)
obtain

@i,(a’*)

N-%2

the Kadison inequality for the unital completely positive map
+ Y(X”‘“‘),
a’( [Uii]) = [Qim(ao)] for [a,] E MjV(Afm) we

w,
.”
WN
0
..’
0
x=
,W
[ 1

Letting

. . . .

0

one obtains
1 (@imCw~wi)SiI

tj)

2

..7

wNEAim

0

i g,

(@i,Cw,*)

for all
In particular,

1,

. . . . .

...

x E M,(A,,).

for all

CD/(x*) CD’(x) B @‘(x*x)

j

(7)

xb)@l,(Uj~

@im(wi)5il

<,I

w ,,..., wN~Ai,,

t1 ,..., tN~Z.

for N= card X, we obtain

xoLl-z,,,2

(@jm(a’*8wC4d* AAxo)a)f(xoa)

3 -looIlxI

(@,(a’*B,.(xb)*)

I .fGW))

@i,(P,,iXo)a)

S(Xoa) I f(xba’))

= xgaE,cx2 (@,,(a’*) B&4)* Pw4xo)@i,(a)f(xoa) I f(44h
hence, summing over w E X0,
C
(@im(a’*b(xo, &b)f(xoa)
.qu,x+7’Ex2
2

2

(@im(a’*)

Xlp,X;)II’C
X*

b(

I fbba’))

x0, xb) @i,(a).moa) I f(xba’)I.

(8)
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Taking into account (7), (S), and (3) we obtain (x0 E X,)

1 x2(@(~‘*dJ*xo~)f(xo~)
Ifbw))
.qa,x~a’t
2 c (@(a’*)
@(
&*x0)@(a)
f(xoa)
If(xba’))
XOU,.+l’E
x2
= 11
xx2 K,@(u)
fbou)11
2.
Finally,

(9)

(3), (9), and (4) yield

sx= c (@(Y*x)f(x)
If(Y))
x,yeX1
+X~U,X(p’E
c x2(@(~‘*x~*xo~)f(xo~)
Ifc-44)
+2Re C (~(u*x,*x)f(~)If(~,u))

+ 2 Re

1

( KAx) I K$W ./Xx04)

XEX,
.q)a E x2

COROLLARY 3.3. Let Ai be unitul C*-algebras, y;‘c Ai be unit& linear
subspacesand Li: 84 dip(X) be unitul completely contructive maps. Then
the Lj extend to a completely contructive map on thefree product C*-algebra
ZA,.

ProoJ By the Arveson extension theorem, each Li extends to a unital
completely positive map Qi: Ai + Z’(X)
and by the previous theorem,
taking B= C and each Ei a state on A,, the map *Di is unital and
completely positive on *Ai. 1
Remark 1. Actually, there is a canonical way to describe the GNS
representation of the conditional expectation E = *BEi, via the construction from [14, Section 51, that we shall recall briefly.
For each i, denote by @ the separation and completion of Aj
with respect to IlaljE, = IIEi(u*u)ll ‘j2. The B-valued inner product
(a, b) = Ej(b*a) on A, yields an inner product on L$ which is a Hilbert
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B-module. Each A, can be expressed as a direct sum of B-bimodules
A, = B@ Ker E, and this decomposition gives rise to the orthogonal
direct sum of Hilbert B-modules &= B@ 2:. The left multiplication
on
A, yields the GNS *-homomorphism
7c,:A, -+ P(K)
with E,(u) =
(~~(a)<,, 5,). Denoting xi= 7c,lB one obtains x,(b’)(b@h) = b’b@Xy(b’)h.
One denotes 5, = 1B@ 0 E B@ Xp and one defines (X,5) = * (8, r,) by

One considers

and the isomorphisms

Vi: X -+ &@,

Z$ (i) defined by

vi5=5iO5
...oh,)
h,O(h,O
V,(h, 0 ... oh,)=

h,@t
ti@(h,O

... @h,)

if

i, = i, n 3 2

if

i, = i, n = 1

if

i,#i,

where h,Elfi,
i, # ... Zi,.
Define the *-homomorphisms
gi: Ai -+ Y(X)
by 0, = jti, 0 n;, where
2,: Y(z)+
2(X’)), n,(T)= V;‘(T@Z)V,,
and let G=*~(T;.
A simple calculus shows that for each word c = c1 ... c,(cp E Ai,
i, # ... # i,) one obtains
~jl(C,)...~j,(C,)5=Ei,(cl)‘.‘Ei,(C,)r+ho,

with

h, E ~9’.

Consequently

Remark 2. Let G be a discrete group and let C*(G) be the associated
C*-algebra, endowed with the canonical trace. Denote by sgr gE G the
canonical unitaries of C*(G). There is a l-l correspondence cpt-) @
between the positive defined functions on G and the completely positive
linear maps on C*(G) given by @(Ed)= c(g), g E G.
Let Gj be discrete groups and let rp,: Gi-+ 2’(X)
be unital positive
defined functions. Then the corresponding @J~:C*(Gi) + S?(Z) are completely positive and their free product *@;: GC*(G,) = C*(*G,) + 2’(X)
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related to the canonical traces on C*(G,) is still completely positive. Since
@= * Qi corresponds to cp= *‘pi it follows that cp= *(pi is positive defined
on *Gj. Hence our result implies Theorem 7.1 in [S].
4. DILATIONS FOR NONCOMMUTATIVE FAMILIES OF OPERATORS

Let Q be a compact set in the complex plane and let R(Q) denote the
algebra of rational functions whose poles lie off Q, endowed with the norm
where &2 denotes the boundary of Sz.
llfll =SUPzeR If(z
SUPzcasr If(z
If T is a bounded linear operator on the Hilbert space 2 whose
spectrum o(T) is contained in Sz, there is a unital homomorphism
pT: R(Q)+ Y(X)), pT(f)=f(T).
When pT is a (completely) contractive
map, Q is called a (complete) spectral set for T.
The commutative C*-algebra C(dQ) contains the selfadjoint subspace
Y = R(R) + R(Q)*. When Y is dense in C(&2), R(Q) is called a Dirichlet
algebra on as2 and this is the case for simply connected sets.
By the classical von Neumann inequality, the closed unit disk
D=jzdJ
12161) with the boundary U is a spectral set for every contraction T; hence the homomorphism pT extends to a positive linear map
on C(U), which is completely positive by the commutativity of C(U). The
Stinespring dilation of this map yields the Szokefalvi-Nagy unitary dilation
of T.
The same technique shows that whether the operator T has a spectral set
Q with R(Q) Dirichlet algebra on 852, then it has a X&normal rational
dilation [9]. This means that there are a Hilbert space X containing 2
and a normal operator NE Y(X) with o(N) c aR such that

f(T) = P,f(N)

I.w

for all f~ R(Q).

When Q is a symmetric annulus, this result is still true; this is a profound
result of Agler [l]. These results show that in these cases the complete
contractivity of pr is implied by his contractivity.
Pick for each compact $2 a probability measure ,U on X2 and denote
C(aQ)‘= (f~ C(aQ) I ianf(z)
&(z)=O). When 32 is a finite system of
rectifiable Jordan curves and z,E$, we can take
for all f~ R(Q).
In this case all analytic polynomials that vanish in z. are contained in
C(a0)‘. When Sz= D the measure p. on T is exactly the canonical trace on
C(U) = c*(z).
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Let (Qi), be spectral sets for T,E Y(X)
and let pLi be probability
measures on X?;. If,f=,f,
.,f;, E * C(X2,) with fk E C(Xlik)O, fk E R(Qik) +
R(Qi,)*, i, # . . . # i,,; denote
f((T;)i)=f,(Ti,)...f;,(T,“,).
The function
also
Y(*Qi)=

(f=fi

z -+ z on 52, viewed in * C(a!2,) is denoted by zi. Denote

. ..f.,, 1fkEC(8Qjk)‘,

fkER(.Q,)+R(Q,)*,

i, # ... #iim}.

Let (ri)i be bounded linear operators on the Hilbert space 2, let Qj be
compact sets in @ with a(T,) cQi for every i and let pi be probability
measures on 122~. Suppose that there exist a Hilbert space X which
contains A? and N, E Y(X)
normal operators with a(N,) c 8Qj for every i
such that for each f E 9’( *Qi) it follows that
f((Ti)i)

=

PXf((Ni)i)

I#.

Then (Ni); is called a (dQi)i-normal rational dilation for (Ti)i. When X
is the closed linear span of {f (( T,),)X 1f E 9( *sZi) > the dilation (Ni), is
minimal.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let (O,)i be complete spectral sets for Tin 9(X),
each &S, being endowed with a probability measure pi.
Then (T,), has a minimal (&2i)i-normal rational dilation and

llf((TJi)ll 6 Ilf II;c(,m,)

for every f E Y(* sZi).

Proof: The unital completely contractive homomorphisms p r, extend to
the completely positive linear maps Qi: C(X2,) + 9(X).
By Theorem 3.1,
the free product @= *Qi: *C(aQ,) + Z’(X)
related to the probability
measures ,ni is still completely positive. Let (rr, X) be the Stinespring
dilation of @ and let N, = z(ri). It is straightforward that o(Ni) c aQi and
for each f = f, . . ..f.~y(*Q.)
one obtains:
f((T,),)=f,(Ti,)...f,(T;~)=p.,(f,)...pT,,(fm)
= @;,(./-I) ... @i,(f,)

= Q(f) = Px4f)

lx

=P.~~(f~).~~~(f~)/~=P~ff((Ni)i)I,~
and

Ilf((T,),)II = lI@tf )ll d llf Il;c(m,). I
Whether T, are contractions, 52,= D for every i and f is a free polynomial, this inequality was obtained in [S].
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Remark. Let ( U,)i be a minimal unitary dilation for ( Tj)j and let JK be
the closed linear span of { Uyi . . . U:‘x 1flk E z-, i, # ... # i,}. Then xis invariant for each UT ; hence Vi = lJy I Yx are isometries, Wj = VT are
coisometries, and

=(TihlT~-“‘...T~~“mh’)=(TihlU:,L...U”~h’),

foreveryh,h’EH,nkEZ-,ir#
... #i,. Consequently Wi are coisometries
on XI with WilX= Ti. This is a well-known remark of Durszt and
Szokefalvi-Nag y [ 8 1.
Such a minimal unitary dilation for (T,), is unique. Given two minimal
unitary dilations (U,), and (Ul.)i on X and respectively X’, there is a
unitary 0: X + Xx’ such that @Ui = U:O.
Actually, the previous proposition and the results of Foias and Agler
imply
COROLLARY 4.2.

Let (Q,), be spectral sets for T,E~(%),
with R(Q,)
Dirichlet algebra on 3Qi or Qi symmetric annulus for every i. Then ( T,)i has
a (dQi)i-normal rational dilation.

An operator TE 3?(X) has a unitary p-dilution (p > 1) whether there
exist a Hilbert space X containing Y? and a unitary UE Z?(Y) such that
T”=pP,U”l,,

for every n B 1.

For example, by a result of Berger, each operator T having the numerical radius w(T) d 1 has a 2-unitary dilation ( [ 11, Proposition 3.131).
Let TE Y(X) have a p-unitary dilation. Denoting by V the isometry
& 4 X, one obtains:

pT*
.
T*”
Tp
.
T*“-l
,,,;~;..-,
[ 1

This inequality yields the positivity of the unital linear map @ : 9’+ +
g+ -+ -WW,

@(P + S) = (Vp)C(p(T)

+ q(T)*) + (P - l)(p(O) + q(O)) .I13
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where 9+ is the algebra of analytic polynomials
3.133).

(for details see [ 11; 2.6,

COROLLARY
4.3. Let Ti E Y(Z)
be operators having unitary p-dilations.
Then there exist a Hilbert space %‘ containing 2 and unitaries iYi~ 2’(X)
such that for each p = p1 . . ‘pm; pk polynomial, ~~(0) = 0, i, #
# i, we
have

Proof: Each positive linear map @,: C(U) -+ Y(X), where Qji(p + 4) =
(llp)[(~(T,)+q(T~)*)+(~-l)(p(O)+q(O)).Il
if P,CJE~+ is completely
positive and unital; hence @ = *@, is completely positive on *C(U);.
Consequently the Stinespring dilation (n, X) of @ yields the unitaries
Ui = TC(li) and for each free polynomial p = p, . . .pm we have
P((T,),)=P,(Ti,)...P,(Ti,)=pm~(P)=pmp.~P((Ui)i)I~.
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